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PPIKlgD IN U.S.A.

FROM the icy wastes of the Arctic to the picturesque Caucasus,
from the Baltic Sea to the Pacific Ocean, from the Carpathian
Mountains to the deserts of Turkmenia sprawls the vast expanse
of a huge couptry-the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Numerous nationalities inhabit the Soviet Union.
Like an older brother, the great Russian people have helped
the formerly exploited peoples rise from poverty and disfranchisement to economic prosperity and cultural progress, to political
equality and independent state life. All the peoples of the land
of socialism live in peace and friendship with one another. This
peaceful collaboration of the various nationalities, inconceivable
under capitalist conditions, has been fully successful on the basis
of socialism.
1
'

TSARIST RUSSIA-A

PRISON O F NATIONS

In tsarist Russia the Russians constituted 43 per cent of the
total population, i.e, a minority, while the non-Russian nationalities constituted 57 per cent. Yet it was the Russian landlords and
capitalists, headed by the tsar, who ruled the land
Tsarism oppressed the Russian people cruelly, but it meted
out even harsher treatment to the peoples of non-Russian nationality. Deprived of all rights, the latter were subject to constant
humiliation and insult. The tsar, the landlords and the capitalists exerted every effort to poison the minds of the working
people of Russian nationality with an unnatural antipathy to
3

all that was non-Russian. They accustomed the Russian popqIation to regard the peoples of the national regions, who were
cially called "aliens," as an inferior rack, and fostered cont and hatred toward them. With a view to rendering the
e powerless, to preventing them from uniting, the tsarist
tnment deliberately fomented national strife, setting naon against nation, Through the agency of provocateurs it engineered Jewish pogroms and Armenian-Tatar massacres.
In 1905 Maxim Gorky wrote:
'Never, in any country in the world, throughout the entire .history
d , was the struggle of the dominant class to maintain its
rule over the people carried on so disgracefully, so shamelessly, and
with such cynical savagery as it is being carried on in our country in
our bloody days."

of d

*

In those regions where there was a native non-Russian population all, or almwt alI, government positions were held by
Russian officials. All oflicia proceedings were conducted in the
Russian language. When a worker or peasant-Tatar, Bashkir
or Chuvash-wished to lodge a complaint, he had to hire an
interpreter and more often than not this interpreter
-- was in the
pay of the rich, truckled to the police, etc.
Tsarism kept the national regions in ignorance and dirkness.
We cite below a few documents illustrating the attitude of tsarism toward the education of "the aliens.'-In a confidential report to Nicholas I "on the condition of the aliens inhabiting the
Kazan ,Gubernia," the Chief of the 5th Gendarmerie Corps
wrote:
ttExpexience of all dmts proves that it is easier to rule an ignorant
people than a people ghat has received even the slightest degree of
education.

*

,

..

M. Gorky, E&
Russ. ed.

Revdutionmy Journdisric Writings, 1938, p. 120,

"In accordance with this preccpc the authorities over the Chuvash
people are exerting every effort to keep them in ignorance."

That was the state of affairs under the reign of Nicholas I.
And that was the state of afFairs in the recent past, in the time
of Nicholas 11. When the governor of the Olonets Gubemia
informed Nicholas I1 that he had opened several elementary
schools in Karelia, the tsar made the f0110wing memorandum
on his report: "~iedlesshaste is not at all desirable."
T h e tsarist government sought to stifle every manifestation
of national culture. It prohibited the publication of books and
newspapers in the ve&&,
and &oob were forbidden to
teach in the native tonbe. Tsarism pursued a policy of forcible
"Russification" among the non-Russian nationalities. Many nationalities were totally illiterate right up to the October Revolution of 1917, having neither their own alphabet nor their own
literature. In 1913 neither the Tiukmenians, Tajiks, Kirghiz,
Buryat-Mongolians, Kara-Kalpakians, Mordovians, Adygeis,
Ingushes nor many other peoples had a single publication in their
own language.
Among the Uzbeks, Tajiks, Kirghiz, Kazakhs, Azerbaijanians
and s e v d other peopleLonlybetween 0.5 to 5 per cent were
literatee
The tsarist government did not permit the national borderlands to progress economically, and large s& industry was not
allowed to develop in these regions. T h e Russian capitalists kept
the national borderlands in the status of culonies. Turkestan was
rich in cotton and wool, but textile mills were built only in the
center of Russia. Huge reserves of ore, copper, zinc, iron and
coal lay buried in Kazakhstan and the mountains o h h e Caucasus, but the tsarist government kept these regions in leash
and would not build factories or mines there.
The Russian landlords and capitalists feared the formation
of a proletariat among the o p p nationalities
~
At the same
time the Russian manufacturers and merchants wanted to re* 5
-

-

.

:
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serve to themselves the exclusive right to exploit not only the
working people of; the Russian regions, but the peopks of the
border regions hs well.
When -a request for permission to build a textile mill in
Turkestan was submitted to Samsonov, the overn nor-General
of Turkestan, the latter replied as follows: "Permission to build .
' *-textile mill in Turkestan refused since it would mean deletetiow competition with the Russian manufacturers of Ivanovov~zn&k, MOSCOW,
etc."
The tsarist officials fleeced the masses of the people in the
national regions and borderlands mercilessly, crushing them
w&r a heavy burden of 'taxes and exactions. Even General
KGropa*
who suppressed an uprisiig in Turkestan in 1916,
was m u d to describe the arbitrary rule of the tsarist oflicials
~ l edm k as follows in his diary:
C

q

"It is &dt
to conceive how many bribes were exacted in the
Ferghana and Samarkand regions alone, especdly by the o&i& of

the native administration. They run into millions of rubles. Complaints
are simply pouring in."

Taxes were imposed on everything ~ossible.The Tajik writer
Aii once wrote with good reason that 'Lhe only thing that was
tax-free in Bokhara was the air."
- Having made abject slaves of the numerous nationalities, the
m i s t government doomed the masses of the people to poverty
and extinction. Pisemsky, the well-known Russian author, once
wrote after visiting Kalrnykia that the common people there
were so poor that compared with the Kalmyk the northern
muzhik was a veritable lord. In the period of 1897 to 1917 the
population of Kalmykia declined 15 per-cent. Such wis the lot
of many of the non-Russian nationalities.
In 1904, at the time of the Russo-Japanese War, General
Kuropatkin visited the Far East, and a delegation of BuryatMongolians took the opportunity to present a complaint to him

1

against the arbitrary rule of the local authorities. In ,'reply to
this complaint the tsarist minister declared:
"Bear in mind that if your people misbehave you will ans
If, God forbid, your people should dream of taking the sl' test liberit*
ties, of resisting the will of our monarch, you will fonhwit be wipd
from the face of the earth. Not a trace will be left of yo Just see
how many Russian soldiers there are here. We can call on hundreds
of thousands more, and in one instrat you will be crushed and destroyed.
It is not for you to demand. You may only beg a boon."

1

$.
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The tsarist government did not allow the territo 'es of t h e
oppressed peoples to develop iato integral states, cu ting them
up and distributing the various parts among differev provinces.
Thus, for instance, the .present-day Uzbk S.S.R. had been
een individed into six parts. Parts of the Tatar A.S.S.R.
coqmrated
the Kazan, Simbicsk, Vmtka, Ufi
",am.ara
Provinces. All this was done with the object of ttR$fying''
the
vanquished peoples, of suppressing all their aspiragons toward
national entity.'
But the oppressed nationalities still dreamed of e ancipation,
still hoped to attain it some day. The peoples of re$e
Yakutia,
Central Asia, the Caucasus and other bofder regio rose in rebellion against Russian tsarisla time and time aga But these
uprisings were brutally s u p p r d by the tsarist sa aps, as were
all attempts at protest. General YemoIov has him If described
who row
the repr&ls h i took against the Georgian &ts
against tsarism and its allies, the Georgian prin :

':

.

I

X.
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'The rebel villages were burnt to the ground, the orchards and vimyards razed and uprooted; it will be many years befode these traitors
succeed in gming back to their original status. Dire poverty will be
their punishment."

I

National persecution and n a t i d strife cont@mted greatly
to the military weakness of tsarist Russia. It is common knowledge that to a considerable extent it wad
of fostering national discord that su& a
7

statd as Austria-H

gaty fell to pieces after jgs defeat in the
first,irnprialist W rld War of 1914-18.
Nor was the pali' of national oppression and the incitement
of m u d enmity a doned even after the oveithrow of tsarism
in R u s h when &efurgeoisie came to power as a result of the
Febquy: Revolutio of 1917. The bourgeoisie merely replaced
?plicyof inciting n a b against nation by a policy of
the
cowwdly dktmsh o pinpricks .ad provocation, masked by verbal pzdamati631~o Q:Yreedmnand "equality." This policy led
to Gaeased nationa1)animosityand destroyed the last vestiges of
m u d confidence bp&ngthe-nationalities.
Wht 3s the cau 01natio-1 animosity in multi-national

6"

L
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The.cause is roo in capitdism itself. It is the exploiting
cl-the
landlot& and kulaks-who are .the
initiataa of nauonal itrife. It k b e y who foster mutual distrust
among the peoples,
idame nationalistic passions, for . it is
in their interests to
the peoples weak by dividing them.
1 c d c t are inevitable, unavoidable,
and the petty bourgeoisie
is perejud5ces and follows the bourgeoisie; while,
and a a t i o d freedom may be regarded
follows the proletariat, that is to say,
rjat has been secured."

*

TIONAL LIBERATION
STRUGGLES

-

li* &e Bolshevik Party waged an
t the tsarist policy of national op-

fought unrelentingly against all
of the workers with the virus of
e

N a h ' d md Cdatid

Question,

,

.

bourgeois nationalism, and inspired thc toiling.masses with a
spirit of proletarian internationalism*
-and
Long before the October Sociaist. Rev~lutioh,.
Stalin elaborated the national policy of the blsbe&S.hg
scientific lines.
The Bolsheviks based their p r q p m - o n the national q u e ~ t i a
on three important principles. F i the complete equality of
nations and races. S e c ~ n 4the nght of nations to s e l f - d e t e ~
tion even to the point of secessioh Third, the organizationr].of
the workers of all nationalitiee into P single joint party of the
working class for the fight ag*t
tsyCsm and impe*
The Bolshevik program on tbe na&jnal q u e s t h held that a
community of people inhabiting a ~ ~ ~ ~ e r r i thaving,
o r yits
,
own language, it own historid
and leading a ccmm~fl
economic life has the right to fixs own lhtional state. It has
the right to self-determination even to the point of secession.
nati~nalitiesdeliberately
The bourgeoisie of the
foment nationalist sentiments among the workers and peasants.
The nationalist bourgeoisie of P+d,
Finlvld and other national borderlands that constitatadpaas of the Russian Empire
endeavored to imbue the. w o r k qgmes 65 their nations with
hatred and distrust for the whale R - 6 -people,
not for the
tsarist government and the RuJsiaa,c~pitalis~
,and land*.
It
fought--against the socialist r e w l i t i u ~for t& preservation and
peq&u&on of the bourg*
regime for the exclusive right to
expldt its "own" workers and pea~ahts;it fobrght against the
establishment of fraternal collabowtlon am*g the peopla and
for the right to oppress the natiom1 m i n o w itself.
But the working people of tht ~ationabborderlands never
for close alliceased to struggle against their "omt' boumisie,
ante and fraternal. collaboration Wong t
the .principle of equality among.nations9
Vorkers of all coqtries, &te!"-jthis
is;
proletarian internationalism. The p l e t a
and nations havi one and the same hteresh th+ are - e t e d by

,

&,strug&
for their cl?sg inkrests, for
worlung people.
-. -

the in-

of all the

The itght of nations to self-detedation*is not a n end, in
itself but the means for achieoing the great goal of the voluntary commonwealth of nati&.
Duriag the February baurpb-democratic revolution of 1917
in*Russiaonly the Bolshevik -Pa* came out with the demand
EO -r
the right of ewry .&tion to self-determination, even
to the.point of secession. At the w e time, the Bolsheviks called
upon the working people of all nationalities to maintain the
dosest &ty in the stmggie against the bourgeoisie.
The ~ ~ ~ t & a l i i r i i i-doadst
poky, the resolute and consivcat $4
of the Bolshevik Party on the national question, the
straggle for -the full equality Q$ nations and for the abolition
of all foans of national cbcridnation secured it the sympathy
and s ~ r oft the o p p d nationalities and facilitated the
victory of the
Sodalist Revolution.
THE ABOLITION OF NATIONAL OPPRESSION
\

The socialist revolution in October, 1917, began a new chapter
in the lives of the peoples. Having overthrown the rule of the
kindlords and capitalists and placed the proletariat in power,
it broke the. chains of s o d and national oppression once and
for all; it liberated the peoples and opened wide the door to
national development and cultural progress.
The "Declaration of Rights of the Peoples of Russia," which
was signed by Lenin and Stalin and which made the principles
of the Bolshevik Party on the national question law, was published on November 16, 1917. It abolished all national privileges
and restrictions, and proclaimed the right of all national minorities inhabiting the territory of Russia to unhampered development. Following the, promulgation of these rights the Soviet
Government officially recognized the state independence of the
Ukrainian Republic (Dec. 17, 1917), of Finland (Dec. 31,
10
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1917) and of Turkish Armenia (Jan. - 11, 1918) That this step
was of tremendous international b r t a n c e is alain to see.
We have already noted that thk tsarist
cut up
the territories of the oppressed nationalities and divided them
up among the various pmvinces d i h .a view to precluding even
the embryo of statehood.
For this reason one of the most b r t a n t tasks of the Soviet
Govemment in establishiig friendly &la&ns among the various
peoples of the Soviet land was to establish the geographic borders of the various nationalities by creating autonomous Soviet
republics and regions.
From the very first days of its existence t h e Soviet Government established relatioG between the Russian mode
and the
a
other peoples of the country that w i k based
on the human
principle of equality and not on the feudal principle of privileges
a debasing to a great nation" (Lerzin). It was on this basis that
the first Soviet republic was' ~eatecl-theRussian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (R.S.F.S.R.) :
In January, 1918, the Third AlkRussiatl Congress of Soviets
adopted a resolution on Stalin's report which ran as follows:
"The Soviet Russian Republic is hkituted on the basis of the
voluntary association of -free =ti-as a federation of Soviet
national republics.? On July 10, 1918, the Fifth All-Russian
Congress of Soviets adopted t h e d t u t i o n of the R.S.F:S.R.,
whim secured to the peoples entering into the R.S.F.S.R. the inviolable right to Soviet autonomy. T h e Constitution of the
R.S.F.S.R. made it possible for the Tatam, Bashkirs, Chuvashes,
Kalrnyks, Yakutians and other peoples to create their. own
autonomous state (autonomous regions and republics), to build
a new and free life for themselves on the basis of the full equality of the peoples of Russia
The People's 'Commissariat of Nationalities, which was organized on Nov. 8, 1917, and which w? .headed by Stalin,
played a tremendous part in carrying out the national policy of
the Soviet Government.
1-1
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date thiir forces whe*natkdeposed ex&oiters or&ized revolts
against the Soviet Government, invoking the+aid of foreign interventionists. Under cover of loud cries about "national independence," the bourgeois nationalists of the lands that had been
oppressed under tsarism joined hands with the Russian chauvinists to sell their native land into bondage to the foreign imperialists. The Ukrainian bourgeois nationalists, headed by Petlura,
sold the Ukraine to the German imperialists and the Polish
gentry. The Georgian Mensheviks, faithful servants of the
bourgeoisie, sold Georgia to the British interventionists. All these
traitors and betrayers of the people were prepared to go into
bondage to the foreign interventionists and to help the interventionists make colonies of various parts of their country, if
only the Soviet power would be smashed.
The workers-and poor peasants of the national borderlands
united under the leadershi;, of the revolutionary Russian proletariat and the Bolshevik Party to fight for the power of the
Soviets, for their national freedom and independence. Setting
up Soviets, they entered into a military a n d political alliance
with the Russian Soviet Republic. The worlung people of the
national borderlands did a great deal to harass the rear of the
counter-revolutionary genera& and foreign interventionists, completely routing them in many cases. In its turn, the Red Army
assisted the Azerbaijan, Georgian, Armenian, Ukrainian, Byelorussian, Uzbek, Tajik, Kazakh and other peoples of the Soviet
land in their struggle against the ~ o k of
e the bourgeois nationalists and the interventionists.
Without the sympathy and support of the oppressed nations
of tsarist Russia, the Russian workers would not have been able
to defeat Kolchak, Denkin, Wrangel and the foreign interventionists. O n the other hand, the toiling masses of the national
borderlands would not have been able to achieve their emkcipation if they had not enjoyed the support and guidance of the
Russian proletariat in their struggle. It was only with the help
12

of the Workers' and Peasants'

Red Army that

the work'mg

people of the national borderlands were &ly delivered fr&
the danger of having their countries turned into colonies of the
foreign imperialists.
In the course of the armed struggle against the counter-revolution and the interventionists, the peoples of the Soviet land
realized what a gnat l i b e t a ~ grole-thi Russian working class
played, and set great store by the assistance the latter rendered
them, both in overthrowing the oppression of tsarism and the
over&owing their own landlords
Russian bourgeoisie, and
and capitalists. Thus they became fast friends with the Russian
work0ig class, and throkh it with the whole Russianmpeople.
Hence it was on the battlefields of the civil war that the fotmdations for the friendship of the peoples of the land of socialii
were laid and ccmented with the blood of their h e s t sons.
After the civil war, the recumtructim of the entire economy
of the country on socialist principles, the e s t a b h h n t of a
unified and planned system of emrramy, became the most urgent
task of the day. T o a~cornplishthis it -was necessary to unite the
efforts and resources of all the independent Soviet republics in
a single federal unim.
The experience of the military, political and economic collaboration of the Soviet republics during the years of the civil
war clearly demonstrated the need for closer cobboratidn, the
necessity fbr amalgamating these republics into a single multi-national, socialist state, which gn& the conditions of capitalist
encircIernent would serve as a guarantee of further unimpeded
progress, The Union of Soviet Swialist Republics was formed
in 1922, at the First ~ l l - ~ &
Congress of Soviets. On the
basis of a treaty, four Soviet Socialist Republics entered into
this Union: the Russian (R.S.F.S.R.), the Ukrainian (Uk.
S.S.R.) , the Byelorussian (l3.SS.R) and the Transcaucasian

(T.S.F,S.R).

In 1924 the Uzbek and Turkmen Republics were formed and
incorporated in the U.S.S.R In 1929 Tajikistan became a
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Union Republic. By 1937 the Soviet Union already included
eleven Union Republics.
The formation ?f the U.S.S.R., as the result of the successful pursuance of the Leninist-Stalinist national policy, was a
tremendous victory for the M e t power.
The Sovkt system opened the way for the organizatron of a
stable multiaational state basad on the principles of national
equality and voluntary aftiliation. But there were still many o b
stacles to be overcome before this task cauld be accomplished.
It was necessary>first of a& to eradicate the survivals of dominant-rqtion chauvinism which found expression in an arrogant,
negligent, soullessly bureaucratic attitude on the part of some
Russian Soviet oficials toward the needs and requirements of
the na~onalrepublics, 'in atteinpts to appraise the-formation of
the U.S.S.R as a step toward the abolition of the national Soviet republics. These d&
had to be eradicated, resolute
warfare had to be waged against them, for it was only under
this condition that the survivals of the distrust felt by the
formerly oppressed nationalities toward the Great Russians ;auld
be surmounted, that the fraternal collabotation of the peoples
could be established withiin the framework of: a single multinational state and that this state could be made really stable.
It was aIso necessary to overcome the survivals of I
d nationalum, the tendency of the fomwly oppressed peoples to hold
t h m s e l v ~rloof and seclude h i v a within theit OW Mtional shells,to overrate the specific national features and underrae the factors tbat bring & and unite the toiling masses of
the different nationalities of the UmS.S&.Without eradicating
these survid it was impossible to.cuns-te
the actual amalgamation of the peoples into a single federal state, impostable
to establish amity among tk peoples.
Finally, an extremely serious. obstacle to the creation of a
stable multi-national state d the e s p b k t of amity among
the peoples was the existen- of the act& inequality of the
14

nationalities as a result of the c o l d policy of tsarism and
the bourgeoisie.
Without the elimination of actual national inequality, ia.,
of the economic and cultural backwar&ess of the nationalities,
for expecting the establishment of a
there could be no
proper and lasting collaboratio~of peoples within the framework of a single federal state.
inequality required a
The elimination of actual
lengthy and stubborn struggle %+st
all sunrivals of national
oppression, required that the R
e people and, primarily, its
working class,
red and sai& assistance to the formerly
oppressed nationalities in their. economic and cultural advancement.
The Soviet-power created all t$b necessary prerequisites for
bringing about the actual equa&tysof the nationalities, for effecting a genuine development of && economy and culture, for
ensuring the growth of their natiabal. cadres, etc. On,the initiative of Stalin, the supreme orgoas o;f the U*SoS.R were so constructed "as fully to reflect not..onlythe common needs and
requirementi of all the natioaalihl of the Union, but also the
special needs and requirementc of :each individual nationality."
Thus, a Council of Nationalitkg was instituted within the system
of the Central Executive C d n of the U.S-SoR*
All. the natiunal-state and all the national-territorial +ts in
the U.S.S.R. were represented in the Council of Nationalities:
Union and Autonomous Soviet $Zepublics, Autonomous Regions,
and National Areas. The Comdrof Nationalities considered all
the most vital questions pertPiniag to the development of the
economy and i l t u r e of the N*nal
Republics and Regions,
taking strict accouat of the interests of the various nationalities.
Thus such questions were c o ~ d e r dby the Council as the allocation of industrial enterprises, the construction of ways of communication, the construction of schools and other educational
institutions, the organization of vdous cultural and educational
establishments, the eradication of illiteracy, the organization of
15

public health matters, the t r A g of cadres, the financing of the
national press, etc.
In November, 1836, in his report on the &aft of the new
constitution of the U.S.S.R., Stalii refuted the proposal to
substitute a unicameral system for the existing bica&erd system
by abolishing the Council of Nationalities. He pointed out that
the U.S.S.R. is not a one-nation state, but a multi-national state
and that for that reason, in addition to the Soviet of the Union,
which represents the common interests of all the working people
of the U.S.SR, there must also be another supreme body-the
Soviet of Nationalities-which would reflect the specific interests
of the individual nationalities.
The Congress agreed with Stalin's views, and in accordance
with the new constitution the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
consists of two chambers-the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet
of Nationalities-which have equal rights.
In ordw to do away with the actual inequaIity of nationalities
inherited from tsarism in the shortest possible time, it was decided to proceed along the following main lines: .
1. T o create industrial centers i i ~the Soviet national republics
and regions as the basis for their economic and cultural develop
ment and as centers for rallying the peasantry around the
working class.
2. To improve agriculture and solve the problem of irrigation, whichis of the utmost importance to -Central Asia Gd
Transcaucasia, and to further develop cooperative organization
among the broad masses of the pm&try7as the rn&t reliable
way of 'bringing the more beckward nationalities into the gmera1 system of Soviet economic development.
3. To bring the Soviets into closer touch with the masses;
to recruit the- native population into them, thereby implanting
a Soviet national state organization that would be close and
comprehensible to the masses of the working people.
4. To develop national culture, which would be sodalist in
content, and build up an extensive system of schools and courses
16

teaching in the native languages, with the purpose of training
government, Party, trade union and business cadres from among
the native population.
Under Soviet conditions national culture is socialist in content. This means that it is common to all the w o r k people,
that it conforms with the interests and needs of socialism, the
needs of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the needs of all the
working people, irrespective of nationality. In form it remains
a national culture, differing among the various peoples of the
U.S.S.R. in accordance with the .differences in their languages
and national characteristics.
Under Soviet conditions national culture reflects the national
characteristics of a nation. It daes not, however, lead to the perpetuation of these peculiarities, it does-not lead-to the insula&
of nations toward which the national culture of the bourgeoisie
inevitably leads, but rather draws& various nations clokr together. It acquaints the broad mof all the nationalities of
the U.SS.Re with the finest achievements of universal culture,
and it prepares the jgrounds for the creation of a single, international culture.
The P q held that the c a r d and dediive factor in abolishing actual inequality and endLating the causes for mistrust
among the various nationalities of the U.S.S.R. was the s.&t
industrialization of the national republics and regi011s.m This
postulate found expression in the decisions of the Fifteenth Congress of the Bolshevik Party (December, 1927), which proposed
that the First Five-Year Plan for the development of the national
economy of the U.S.SB (192832) devote special attention to
the development of the backward nationalities and regions, providing for more rapid rates of deve1opm;ent of their economy
and culture with a view to the gradual elimination of their economic and cultural backwardness.
In its resolution on the Secwd Five-Year Plan (1933-37),
the Seventeenth Congress of the CP.S.U, which met in Janualso pointed out that '*the program b e i i laid down
17
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for the allocation of the productive forces during the Second
Five-Year Plan period ensures that the economic and cultural
backwardness of t4e national republics and *,regions will be
outlivd''
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMY A N D CULTURE

In carrying out the Leninist-Stalinist national policy, the
Bolshevik Party awakened the inexhaustible revolutionary energy,
initiative and talent that had lain dormant among the people,
and set them in motion. All the formerly oppressed nationalities
of the socialist land set about building a new life with the greatest enthusiasm and ardor, and the Russian people came to their
assistance. From the oldest workers' centers-Moscow, Leningrad, Ivanovo, Tula, Gorky, the Urals-tens of thousands of
organizers, engineers and technicians were sent out to assist in
the task of carrying out the socialist industrialization of the
national borderlands and in tnining national cadres of workers
and collective fanners. The state budget of the U.S.S.R. allocated large sums of money for the development of the backward
republics and regiok.
At the same t h e socialist competition began to spread among
the working people of the various republics of the Soviet Union.
The enemies of the working peoplethe bourgeois nationaliststried to disrupt the Le%iIStal'inist national policy, to destroy
the friendship among the peoples
of the U.S.S.R. They strove
to incite the masses of the non-Russian nationalities ag&t the
Rwsians, slanderously depicting the Sovkt nationaI policy as a
continuation of the colonial policy of the Russian tsar. But these
pmvocational attempts fell through.
In a comparatively short paiod of time the entire country
underwent a radial socialist transformation. Where patriarchism and savagery, poverty and ignorance formerly reigned, new
industrial centers and new towns have arisen, railroads have been
built, deposits of valuable minerals are being exploited, hospitals,
18
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schools, theaters, uniwrsities and houses of culare being
erected. A welldeveloped s o d a h industry and large-scale socialist agriculture exist in all the republics of the Soviet Union
today.
The Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (R.S.F.S.R.)
occupies a prominent place in the great Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. In point of size it has no equal &ong the other
Union Republics of the Soviet land. The temtory of the
R.S.F.S.R. covers 78 per cent of &e Soviet Union, and is inhabited by 68.6 per cent of the toda population of the U.S.S.R.
From west to east the R.S.FSR. extends 10,000 kilometers,
from the Baltic Sea to the Pa& Ocean! From north to south
its territory extends over practically 4,500 kilometers!
The Russian Soviet Federative ! h d i s t Republic is a multinational state. It indudes sixteen Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republics-the Tatar, Bashkit, Buryat-Mongolian, Daghestan,
Kabardino-Balkarian, Kahnyk, Kcmi, Crimean, Ma& Mordovian, Volga German, North Ossetirn, Udmurt, Chechen-Iln&
Chuvash and Yakut; and six Autonanous Regions-the Adygei
Jewish, Karachai, Oiot, Khakzss aqd Qrkes.
R U S S Volga
~
and Crimean T-s,
Bashkirs, Karelians,
Chuvashes, Mordovians, Buryat-Mongolians, Yakuts, Ovars,
Kumyks, Lesghians, Kabardinbm, Chechens, Evenks, Chukchas,
and many other peoples live on the ter&cy of the R.S.F.S.R.
But the largest of these hations is the Russian nation, which has
a population constituting approximately 78 per cent of the total
population of the R.S.F.S.R.
The Russian nation has created a great culture; it has given
Lenin to the world; together with the-other peoples of ~ u & i ait
raised the banner of socialist revoIution; together with the other
peoples of the U.S.S.R. it is victoriously buildmg socialism.
"Look at the map of the RS.FSB.,* wrote Lenin in 1921. "To the
North from Vologda, to the Southeast from Roatov-on-Don and from
Saratov, to the South from Orenburg and from Omsk, to the North
from Tomsk, there are boundlm areas big enough to contain scores
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of Iarge civilized states. And over dl these space patriarchism, semisavagery and real savagery reign. And what about the isokted peasant
districts of the rest of Russia, wherever scores of vents of country track,
or rather of trackless country, separate the villages from the railways,
i.e, from material'connecti011 with culture, with capitalism, with ktgo
scale industry, with the big cities? Do not lethargy, patriarchism, and
semi-savagery a f s ~predominate in those places?"*
Nineteen years have passed since these lines were written. The
national economy of the R.S.F.S.R. has made tremendous progress in this time. Hundreds of new factories and mills have been
added to the system of socialist industry. The entetprks of the
R.S.F.S.R. produce 70 per cent of the total output of the Soviet
Union.
The geographical aspect of the Russian Soviet Federative
Socialist Republic has changed 'completely during the years of
Soviet power. Moscow, once encircled by forests and far removed
from all sea routes, has now become a port for three seas. New
cities, large industrial establishments and cultural institutions
are springing up in the former wilderness of the remote Kola
Peninsula. For centuries herdsmen and hunters wandered h u t
the desert gorges of the Khibiny Mountains, struggling for a
bare existence. Bold and persistent Soviet scientists have & I d
the wealth of these mountains. The late S. M. Kirov, the wellknown Bolshevik statesman, personally directed the work of
extracting this wealth. Today the flourishing new city that has
risen on this site bears his natne.
On Stdin's initiative the great White Sea-Baltic Canal was
built. With its power houses, huge paper mil4 saw mills, stone
quarries, etc, it is the largest industrial project of the north.
With the aid of powerful icebreakers, the Arctic Ocean,
which locks the 'shores-with its ice, has been developed as a great
Arctic waterway linking the Pacific Ocean in the east with Mur'

* Lenin, Cdlected

Works, Vd. XXVI, p- 338, Russ. ed.
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mansk and the ports of the White Sea-and thereby with Moscow and Leningrad on the west.
Cold Yakutia grows its own vegetables. Before the establiishmeat of Soviet power there was no industry of any lcind in
Yakutia. Now, in addition to a heavy industry, Yakutia has its
tanneries, brick works, saw mills, and other industries, all of
which have grown up during tk St& Fiveyear Plan periods.
Mighty centers of large-scale sociaist industry have been created
in the agrarian Volga region. The place of the provincial Tsaritsyn of the steppelands with its woodm buildings has been taken
by-the great industrial city of Stalingad, with its machine-buildk g plants, icon and steel works, apd chemical works. Mercantile
Saratov is now a center of the &e-Mding,
electmtedmical
and chemical industries. Old Niy-Novgorod, which used to
come to life once a year-at fair t i m ~ n o wcalled Gorky irt
honor of the great Russian writer Maxim Gorky, is an important
center of the machineebuilding and chemical industries.
The Urals, with their vast mineral wealth, are now linked up
with the rich Kuznetsk coal fields. The iron ore, coal, copper,
manganese and other treasures of the Ural slopes today go to
feed the powerful mills of Magnitogorsk, Bereznikov, Nizhnetagil, Sverdlovsk, Perm, Chelyabinsk, and Kalatinsk, which provide the socialist land with metal, machinery, chemicals, etc.
Lenin also noted the regions "to the south from Orenburg and
from Omsk" as b e i i isolated and desolate places. But look at
the map now! Intensive industrid construction is going on in
the Orenburg region and in the Or&-Khalilovo district. Large
deposits of copper and nickel ores have been d i e t e d here, and
a copper smelting works, nickel mill and locomotive building
plants are under construction. Here, too, a huge packinghouse is
also being built. South of Omsk the Karaganda
coal basii is
beiig developed.
Stalin's w& directives about developing industry in the east
have been carried out. A new indust&l base has been created
beyond the U r d mountain range, in the Kuznetsk Basii which
21

not only supplies coal but also copper, iron, non-ferrous metals,
machinery and gold. Industry is growing in the Baikal district.
In the immediate future the ~npestuousengata River will be
harnessed with ,dams and locks. From the-Korean frontiers all
the way to Cape Dezhnev, along the rugged shores of the Pacific
Ocean, sociaist construction is in full swing. Coal is being mined
in some localities, gold in 0th- and in still others oil iS being
.extracted. Fisheries -are q x i q h g up along the coastline and fka
is being cultivated,in the bwlands.
The whole country is foIlohg the consmaion work in the
Far Eart with the greatest eagerness, remembering Lenin's words:
Vladivostok is a long way fawn here, but it is ours. Machinebuildmg plants, shipyards, anent factories, fish canneries and
saw mills grew .up in the fkEjst in almost no time at all; oil
fields were put into exploitatioo in Sakhalh, coal miaes in the
vicinity of Vladivostok and the Burea, and large gold fields
along the Amur, its tributarie and the remote northern Kolyma.
One of the biggest consjobs carried out in the Far East
was the creation of a new industrial city, Komsomolsk, on the
banks of the Amur in the midst of the foacrly impenetrable
taiga.
AU the Autonomous ~ e ~ & I and
i a Regions of the R.S.F.S.R.
have been radically transform;d and today present a picture of
flourishing progress. Their towns and villages are leading a new
life. Scores of nationalities which formerly had no written Ianof their own now have them. Seven new alphabets were
cornpitad during the last few years in the Daghestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
the fdom-loving Ovar, the fiery Lesghian, the staid
Kumyk, the stern D a r w the tireless Lak and the wandering
Nogai
have marked the day of their second birth, have come
to know happiness for the first time and have acquired their
own socialist fatherland," the peoples of Daghestan wrote to
Stalin in 1937.
The Kazan Tatars lived in abject misery under the tsar, but
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today the Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, which
has L n awarded the Order of Lenin by the goJernment, has
changed beyond recognition. During the last decade numerous
large up-to-date factories and mills have been built. Industrial
output has increased seven and a half times during these years.
he Tatar Republic also achieved notable successes in agriculture. By the beginning of 1940, 94.6 per cent of the peasant
households and 99.8 per cent of the total sown area were united
in collective farms. The fields of
Republic are being cultivated at present by 5,444 tractors and 3,050 harvester combines.
The achievements of the T a t v ASS.R. in the sphere of c u t
tural development are no less brilliant. Universal and compulsory
elementary education is the law hre, as it is throughout the
U.S.S.R. In the school year of I93910 &re were 3,694 elementary and secondary schools
the Republic, 1,732 of them
being Tatar schools. Before the revolution there were only thirtyfive Tatar schools in this regioa Today 90.4 per cent of the
population between the ages of n i q and fifty is literate. In the
one hundred and fifteen years. of the existence of the Kazan
University under tsarism, bnly six T a m were educated there.
Now 11,OOO students are studying in the fourteen universities
of the Tatar Republic. A total of one hundred and fourteen
newspapers and periodicals, half of them in the Tatar Language,
are published here.
&ring the election campaign for the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R at the end of 1937 a young working woman by the
name of Gilmanova wrote:
"I am a T a m by nationality. I was born after the October Rqvolution. I have not personally experienced the oppression of the tsarkt
autocracy, but I b o w from the stories of the older folks how the Tatars
were oppressed in tsarist Russia. They were a downtrodden and disfranchised people.
"I have just passed my eighteenth birthday and this year is a
~articularl~
important one for me because I am going to vote for the
first time. Together with me, hundreds of thousands of Tatan will also
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cast their votes in the eleditnu rn the S o h . We are spud dtipac of
tbe Soviet land, and national &thinition is hag past hismrg.

'Th Grut Octoba Revr)Itz&n a d the S d i Constitution
~
hive
W nildf sod.lis&tbe mosi f d t e
in the world.
W e ata arb are ' ~ d l d ptefu1
y
t o the Paw and
the govemtnent for ha*
helpid us aate om onn m&d, &made the n & d mhurities of5&
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The BasAutonomous Soviet Socialist Republic has
achieved tr&en&us successes. A "second Baku" is being built
up on its territory, second only to Baku in the production of 0iL
The agriculture of Bashkiria has become collective agriculture,
and its fields are serviced by otle hundred and twenty-&ee Machine and Tractor Stations.
Before the Revolution, the Bashkir people had no written
language of their own. Today they are among the mast advanced
peoples of the Soviet land Then are 4,854 schools in the Bashkir A.S.S.R., a d d by 680,000 children.
It has created a literature and an of its own and produced
a number of indigenous poets and writers. Seven newspapers and
four periodicals are published in Ufa-the capital of the Republi-d
eighty-two newspapers are published throughout the
various districts. It has a national opera, and a number of
theaters.
Zeituna Shigabutdinova, a Bashkir woman, says:

''I am the daughter of a farmhand who lived aIl his life in a dingy
earth hut. Today I hold an impottant ,pt-I am a political btmctot
in the Red Army. Our Rep&
is leading a prosperous and cultured
life. Downtrodden before the revofutim, the Bas& people now enjoy
full rights in the great family of republics."
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T h e position of the Jews in the U.S.S.R. is ai;articularly
striking example of the triumph of the Soviet national policy.

In July, 1918, by a Soviet Government decree signed by V. I.

Lenin, anti-Semitism was prodaimed a crimiil offense24

In the very first days of its existence, the Soviet power created
a number of Jewish national districtsin the Ukraine and in Byelorussia, whek there is a concentrated Jewish population, and in
1934 a Jewish Autonomous Region-Birobidjan-was
formed
in the Far East.
For the first time in the history of the Jewish people its ardent
desire to create its own homeland, to create its own national state
system, has materialized. Under the leadership of the great Bolshevik Party and actively s u p p o d by all sections of Soviet
society, the Jewish toiling masses are developing and consolidating a Soviet state system in Birdidjan, whose fonns correspond
to the .customs and modes of life of their people.
The Jewish Autonomous Regioh consists of five districts and
occupies a territory of 80,000 m
e kilometers. It is beiig settled b y Jewish wworkg peopk-who are voluntarily migrating
there from all the republics 04 the Soviet Union as well as from
abroad
Now that they have their own state and their own land, the
Jewish collective farmers are successfully engaging in socialist
agriculture and achieving splendid results, refuting in deed the
age-old bourgeois-philistine falstdmod that the Jewish people is
unable to master agricultural labor*.
A number of factories and-millshave &en erected in the city
of Birobidjan. A new, socialist culture is developing in the native
language of the Jewish peopk;
The formation of the first and only Jewish autonomous region
in the world% the most s t d i n g p&f to the workiig peopG of
the whole world that only under the conditions of a Soviet system
is the complete social and national emancipation of the oppksed
nationalities possible, that only in the land of s o d i s m does the
economic add cultural lifeof the national minorities truly
flourish.
.

Let us nowexamine the Bydorussian M e t Sociaist Republic.
Forests marshes, lakes, +d
little villages, dirty little -townq
poverty-ssidcen Jewish ntdets'' (Mestechki), with their hungry artisans and\small trade-that
was Liyelorussia twenty
years ago. Her industry then consisted of a few score handicraft
shops, primitive saw mills, glass factories, tanneries and a few
small paper and flax s p b h g mi&. Threequarten of the population were illiterate. Thm war not a single unimity or elementary school in which instm+n was carried on in the native
tongue.
Soviet Byelorussia [Refmenee here and subsequently is to
Byelorussia exclusive of the *eraern regions.-Ed.]
now has
numerous luge-le
&M&g,
wood-working and textile
eaterprism in which Byelomsians, Jews, Poles, Russiatls and
others work in harmony 8idC by side. In the Second Five-Year
Plan period alone (1933-37) I,fOO new industrial enterprises
were built and put into operatian in the Byelorussian SoS.R.
Byelorussia nknufactures mnehine tools, a p t i d t u r d machinery, pper, matches, etc. .
-progress has ldro been made in the sphere of
agriculturn. Before the ~eyol;ltion, the Byelorussian peasants
"drearily followed the woodem plow, sowing wheat and woe in a
siagle row?' Now 91 per cent of- 41 the peasant households in
the Republic are united in w W v e farms, which have thousands of tractors, harvester combs and automobiles at their
&pad.

'

Five million acres of land- k Byelorussia wai marshland.
Drainage canals now traaseR the farmerlY impassable bogs.
Ddqg the years of Soviet nik, 1,700,000 acres of d a n d
have been re&med On this rdaimed land the colle&e farmers raise as much as 24 bushels of wheat per acre.
Byelorussia, with its mdti-national population, has 6,326 Byelorussian schools, 196 Jewish sduool, 178 Rwian schools, 107
Polish schools, 24 Ukrainian schools, 12 Lettish schools, 10 German schools and 9 Lithuanian schools. Twenty-one universities
26
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and numerous training schools have been founded Byelotussian
socialist culture is in full flower.
Three Union Republics-Georgiat Armenia and Azerbaijan-are located in Transcaucasia. Thege formerly made up the Transcaucasian Soviet Federative Soci&st Republic (T.S*F*S.R.), but
under the Constitution adopt4 by the Extraordinary Eighth
Congress of Soviets of.the U.SS.R on December 5, 1936, they
were made Union Republics. In tsarist times the peoples of
: Transcaucasia suffered woefully under the oppression of the
' tsarist colonizers.
The Caucasus was a h&d of bitter strife among the various
nationalities. Tens of thousands of people ~erishedin 1905, during the Armenian-Tatar massacre. And such massacres took
place repeatedly up to the establishment of Soviet power there.
In the winter of 1920 one of the best sections of Azerbaijanthe Armenian quarter of the city of Shusha-was razed to the
gmund and the bodies of the mand children were thrown
into the wells. Such was the Caucasus before the Soviet came
to power.
Today flourishing Soviet republics make up the Caucasus.
The Bolsheviks have opened up the treasures that lay buried in
the Caucasian Mountains for centuries: copper, coal, manganese.
'
In Armenia alone twenty-five large new industrial establish, ments were put into operation - during the First and 'Second
, Five-Year Plan periods (1928-37). Powerful hydro-electric stations have bein erected on the rapid flowing mountain rivenRim, Kura, Zanga and others
A new life set in for the 'mUdve farmers of Georgia, krmenia a d Azerbaijan; the hum of thousands of tractors 'sounds
over their fertile fields, and their orchards and vineyards are
weighed down with fruit. The national culture of the peoples
of Transcaucasia has been revived More than 7'00,000 pupils
were entolled in the elementary and secondary schools of Georgia
in 1940, almost four times the number enrolled in 1914. Georgia
27

has twenty-one univers1ues and colleges, arrended by 22,000
students.
\
Georgian art and literature have attained a high level. The
guest performances given in Moscow by the Georgian theater
and the Tbilisi Opera Theater received universal acclaim. The
+Georgianpoets are liked and admired by all the peoples of the
+

U.S.S.R.
Threequarters of the population of Armenia were illiterate

befm the revoltition, and there was not a single university or

scientific research institution in tbe country. By 1940 over 90 per
cent of the Armenian population was literate, and eight universities and fifteen scientificresearch institutes had been founded.
Soviet Azerbaijan has ovrt 3,500 elementary and seconduy
sch&
with 650,000 pupils, of whom 400,000 are native Azerbaijanians.
The tremendous inaease in the number of Azerbaijan girls
and women attending schooE is a particularly gratifymg fact.
In 1914 only 2,000 Azerbaijan girls and women attended school,
whereas in 1940 there are 164,000 Azerbaijan girls and women
enrolled in the schools of the republic.
Notable success has been ad;ieved in promoting Azerbaijan
-women to responsible posts. Thus, for instance, two of the People's Commissars in the government of the Azerbaijan S.S.R.
are Azerbaiian women.
The national strife which existed among the peoples of Tram
caucasia in the old days has been etadicated root and branch as a
result of the victory i f socialism. And a model of national peace
and concord, undreamed of under the rule of the bourgeoisie
and impossible in a bourgeois system,has been established here.
In pursuing the Leninist-Stalinist national policy the mmt
Government paid particular attention to the republics of Central Asia (Erg+
Kazakhstan,Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan), the most backward regions in the entire country,
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with absolutely no industries of their own and still in the feudaI
and patriarchal stage of development.
After the establishment of Soviet power vast mineral deposits
weie discovered in Central Asii and exploited, thus forming a
base for the creation of l a r g e - d e .industry there. Rich deposii
of lead ores were discovered in the mountains of Kara-Tau. A
huge lead works, the largest in Europe, was built in Chimkent.
The Almalyk copper deposits are being worked in Uzbekistan.
A large sulphur plant has been built in the heart of the great
Kara-Kum desert. Deposits of rnre metals were discovered in
Kirghnia, and are being exploited h e . Coal and ore are being
extracted in Uzbekistan and Ikakhstan. New railways md
highways have been built. Huge eew irrigation Canas intersect
the deserts (the Stalin Canal on t
k bci Ferghana, and others).
Large-s-de industry has been devhped in all the republics of
Central
and numerous new tom have sprung up.
While the country as a whole
forged ahead by many decades during the years of Soviet d e , the republics of Central
Asia have traversed the road ui ixnturies in this same time.
From the omach (a local type of p d t i v e wooden plow) to the
tractor, fro& the ketmen (mattock) to the excavator, from poverty to prosperity, from slavery to freedom, from feudalism and
patriarchism to socialii.
An ancient legend of the Kszakhs tells about an eternal wanderer called Korkoot. All his lotrg life through he wandered over
the Kazakh steppes. Nor could he nst from his ceaseless wanderings, for wherever he wished to .stop an open grave yawned in
wait #or him. This popular lcgmd was symbolical of the whole
Kazakh people, who were crushed under the yoke of the Russian
tsar and of their own khans and boys, and were gradually dying
out.
Life has changed completely far the regenerated Kazakh people today.
Before the Revolution only 2 per cent of the population of
Kazakhstan was literate, Ghereas now this figure has risen to 77
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per cent. There are sixteen universities, among them the Kazakh
State University, and sixty-two training schools in Kazakhstan.
For the first time,in their history, the K
d people have their
own national theater which, incidentally, has achieved notable
success in guest performances in Moscow. Kulyash Baiseitova, the
daughter of a shoemaker and now a talented Kazakh actress, has
been honored with the title of People's Artist of the U.S.S.R.
and is famed throughout the country.
Only 1.6 per cent of the towl population of Uzbekistan was
literate &fore the Revolution; in 1939 68 per cent was literate.
There was not a single Uzbek theater in Uzbekistan before the
Rkvolution; in 1940 there wwe already sixty-eight theaters, 770
cinema houses, 1,147 clubhwsm and 1,292 libraries. Uzbekistan
has 100,000 of her native people in the various professimsphysicians, teachers, engineeq ete. The ten-day festival of Uzbek
art held in Moscow demo&
the remarkable success achieved
by the Uzbek people in creating their own national art.
In fraternal collaboration 6
t
h the other peoples of the Soviet
land the A n t e d peoples of tht Soviet East are participating
in the creation of a great &t
culture.

The Extraordinary Fifth

of the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R., which was held crh October 31-November 2, 1939,
adopted the historic laws on && %corporation of the Western
Ukraine and Western B y e i d id the Soviet Union. Thrse
hws eradicated an ancient injbd&. The Ukrainian people, -who
had been artificially sundered.md then, were reunited in a
single s t a t c t h e Ukrainian S . R . The Byelorussian people were
likewise reunited in a single state-the Byelorussian S.S.R.
Intensive, constructive work has-started in all branches of the
national economy, science and culture in the western regions of
the Ukraine and Byelorussia, m w freed from the shackles of the
Polish gentry.
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The broad masses of workers and peasants are building a new
life. They have become the true masters of their fate. Soviet
power has put them in command of all that is necessary for the
reconstruction of life on socialist foundations.
Extremely important changes have taken place in the economy
and the national-cultural development of these regions in a comparatively short space of time. The nationalized industries of
the western regions are makiig rapid headway. New industrial
establishments are under construc%on. Unemployment, which
had affected a considerable part of the working people of Western Ukraine and Western Byelorussia, has been wiped out completely.
During the first six months a& Soviet rule in the city of
Grodno, for instance, a number of new industrial enterprises
were established: a large mechankd bakery, a shoe factory and
a garment factory. The old entezprbes, as, for instance, the tobacco factory and the plywood plant, have been considerably
expanded.
Moreover, tens of t b d s of workers from the western re8
0
1
3
shave been provided with work in enterprises in other regions
of the Soviet Union.
In squire-ridden Poland, even in the best of times, the Byelostok textile industry produced only about 5,500,000 yards of
low-grade cloth annually. And yet, in the fir+ six months of
operation under Soviet conditions, the output already amounted
to 4,130,000 yards of cloth of a higher quality.
CoaI mining is beiig developed ia the western regions of the
Ukraine. Seventeen mines, with a t o d capaaty of up to 900,000
tons of coal a year, have already been sunk in the districts of
Ram-Russka, Zolochev and Krementz.
The wood-working industry is king developed on a large
s d e in ROMO, Drogobych and Stanislav regions, where there
are extensive forests, and 180 wood-working enterprises, three
paper mills and a plant for the chemical treatment of waod are
being reconstructed.
a
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Socialist conlpetition and the S&anov movemen@ an spreading in the fakorks and mills of the westregions i f the
Ukraine and Byelorussia, and labor productivity is rapidly increasing. Thus, for instance, in the very first month after the
nati&tion
of the Byelostok textile iddustry,
- the productivity
of labor in its mills rose 30 to 35 per cent.
T h e peasants of the western regions have received the land
that formerly belonged to the landlords. In the western regions
of the Ukraine about 2,500,000 acres of such land have been
transferred to the landless peasants and to the peasants who
m e d very little land.
In Western Byelorussia, in the Byelostok Province done, 8,090
farmhands and 20,643 poot peasants have received 213,325
acres of farm land and meadow l k d confiscated from the landlords and the monasteries, for their free use. They have also received over 10,000 horses, cows and other livestock, 2,054 tons of
grain, 5,173 tons of potatoes and a large quantity of fodder and
agricultural implements. A total of 174 Machine and Tractor
Stations, with 1,650 tractors, are being established in the western
regions of the Ukrainian SS.R in 1940 to assist the collective
fams that are being organized there, and the poor and middle
peasants. In the western regions of the Byelorussian S.S.R., 101
Machine and Tractor Stations are being organized and large consignments of agricultural machinery are being shipped there.
Large sums have been a s s i d for road construction, municipal development, public health and
-
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In 1935 the Donbas miner Alexei Stakhanov, applying new methods
of hewing, established a world record for the extraction of coal with
a pneumatic drill, M
i 102 tons of coal in a single shift of
six hours. Soon after, inspired by Stachanov, a spontaneous movement
started all over the country for a i d n g the productivity of hbor and
for getting the utmost possible results from modern technique and
rnachiiery. This movement was called the Stakhanov movement in honor
of its initiator.-Ed.
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Under the rule 04 the Polish gentry, Byelostok, for examplet
had only twenty-six hospitals, with a total of 1,260 beds. By
April 1, 1940, it already had forty-seven hospitals with 2,600
beds. The same rapid progress is being made in other cities of
these regions as well.
Unparalleled prospects have opened up in the western regions
for educational and cultural development. Over 1,386 new
schools and seven universities, in which instruction is conducted
in the native langbges, have been opened in the western regions
of the Ukraine. Formerly there was not a single Byelorussian
school in the western districts of Byelorussia. Today there are
4,268 such schooE here. Four universities and eight teadnet~
training schools have been founded Theaters, clubhouses, museums, libraries and reading rooms are being established throughout the western regions. Marked progress has been made in the
sphere of public health protection. Hundreds of hospitals, sanatoria and health resort establishments have been organized.
The working people of these regions have been roused to active
political life in the course of socialtt construction. The recent
elections to the supreme bodies of the Soviet Government are a
striking illustration of this fact.
The elections of deputies .from the western regions of the
Ukraine and Byelorussia to the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
and the Supreme Soviets of the Ukrainian S.S.R. and the Byelorussian S.S.R. were a brilliant victory for the bloc of Corknunists and non-Party masses which, in the U.S.S.R., is called the
Stalinist bloc. Election day, March 24, 1940, will enter into the
annals of the liberated regions as a red letter day. In the western regions of the Ukraine and Byelorussia 99.09 per cent of the
total number of voters took pan in the elections to the Soviet
of the Union, and 99.1 per cent in the elections to the Soviet
of Nationalities; 98.07 per cent of the total number of voters
cast their ballots for the candidates of the bloc of Communists
and non-Party masses. Here it is of interest to note that despite
all the devices of the Polish police, only 46 per cent of the total
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number of voters t d part in the elections to the Polish Sejm
in 1935.
The -peoples
bf Western Ukraine and Western Byelorussia,
now forever rid of landlord and capitalist exploitation and national oppression, came to the ballot boxes as equal members of
the.great family of Saviet peoples and demonstrated to the whole
'world their love of and devotion to the Soviet power and the
Bolshevik Party.
With the help of the entirip Soviet people *the working people of the western repions of the Ukraine and Byelorussia are
rapidly filling in the & d twenty years that lies between their
regions and other districts of the Soviet land.

Before the Revolution &.:territory of the Karelo-Finish
S.S.R. (the twelfth Union Bcpllblic) was for the most part an
undeveloped wilderness, It mL.dy
under the Soviet power that
the exploitation of the vauf&al
resources of this land was
undertaka Under the Sijvi- some twenty up-twdate, new
industrial enterprises were put kt0 operation. T h e grass industrial output of this Sociakt R&lic is more than ten times the
industrial output of 1913.
In 1939 the timber outptlt of Karelia was eight times that of
1913. In output of newsptint the Kondopoga Paper and Cellulose Mill holds third p l a a . in. the U.S.S.R. In capacity, the
Segezh CeIIulose, Paper and W d Chemical Plant, which began
operation in 1939, is one of &.hugest in Europe. The Suna
Hydroelectric Power Statiota h e now produces forty times
as much electtical energy as d p-revolutionary Karelia.
Before the Revolution them #were only approximately 2O
, OO
workers employed in all the mtaprises of this territory, whereas
by 1939 &ere were 130,700 g$dully employed persons in the
Karelian A.S.S.R.
As of 1939, 95.5 per cent of all the peasant h o ~ h o l d swere
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united in the collecrive farms of the Republic and they owned
99.7 per cent of the entire sown area. Five hundred tractors,
sixtyGdd harvester d i e s , specidly constructed for the northem regions, and many other machines are working on the fields
of the Republic.
In the years of Soviet rule the people of the Karel+F&h
Republic have made marked progress in the sphere of cultural
development. In pre-revolutionary Knrrlia only about 13 per cent
of the population was literate; at present this figure has ,risen
to 85 per cent. The Republic now has 611 sch'ools, attended by
approximately 100,000 children*In 207 schools instruction is conducted in the F i language. Two universities and fifteen
secondary schools have been opened A Karelo-Finnish State University is now being opened in Petmzavodsk, capital of the Republic
Thete are four theaters and a symphony orchestra h the
Karelo-Finnish S.S.R A great deal of attention is being paid to
the development of all forms id national art: a national ensemble of kGtelet (a national stringed idsaument) players, a Kar e l o - F u sung and dance d i e , and other such groups
have been organized;
T

A new life has opened up to d* &ing

people of Besserabia
and Northern Bukovina, only remtly freed from the ydce 'of
the Rumanian boyan when dacp atered the Moldavian Soviet
Socialist Republic in August, 1948. ?'hey are now citizens of the
Soviet Union a d enjoy all the ji@ts granted by the Stalin
Constitution: the right to work. to rest and leisure, to educition,
to social security, to unite in public organizations, etc.
Such is now the position of th w o r k people of Lithuania,
Latvia and Esthonia also, whq th.nlrs to the assistance of the
Soviet Union, made awKt s h d t af the p1utoaats in their countries and established Soviet power.
In the early days of August, IM, the Seventh S i n of the
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Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. considered and ganted the requests of these countries to be incorporated in the U.S.S.R.,
making Lithuania, Latvia and Esthonia equal members of the
great Soviet ~ n i o h .
,..
The work of reorganizing their whole life on Iidcialist principles is now in full swing in these new Soiritt republics.
. The prophetic words of Lenin have cane true. In January,
1918, at the Third All-Rwiaa Congress of Soviets, summing up
the first results of the victories of the Soviet power, Lenin said:
f

'We do not rule in accordance ~ t the
h brutal law of ancient Romedivide and r u l c b u t by uniting d the working people with the inseverpMe h d s of vital interests and kotlsciousness. And our union, our
new state, is more enduring tbpp the rule of violence, which fashions
the utificiaI state systems nesdcd,bythe imperialiits with lies and cold
. Thii is the basis of our federation, and I am profoundly consteel.
vinced that the various individd federations of free naaoas will group
themselves around revolutionary Russia to an ever greater and greater
extent. Quite voluntarily, withom 1Ls or cold steel, the federation will
grow, and it is indestructible. The best guarantee of its i n d a t d i t y
are the laws and the state sysrerh w h t h we are creating in our country.'*

..

As a result of the outstanding successes of the national policy
of the Bolsheviks, the Union af Soviet Socialist Republics has
become a mightier power thanker. The number of its Republics
has grown, its temtory has expanded and its population has increased to 193,000,000.
The Soviet Union already canprises sixteen Union Republics.
Article 13 of the Stalin W t i t u t i o n reads:
'The Union of Soviet S o c h b Replblics is a federal state, formed
on the basis of the voluntary assofiation of Soviet Socialist Republics
having equal rights, namely: .
'The Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic
'The Ukrainian Soviet &cialist Republic
'The Byelorussian Soviet Sociaht Republic

* Lenia, cdtected Works, Vd. XW, p. 224, . R w . ed.
$6

"The Azerbaijan Soviet. SociPlist Republic

'The Georgian Soviet Sochlist Republic
'The
'The
"The
'The
"The

Armenian Soviet Socia.h Republic
Turkmen Soviet Sociabt Republic

Uzbelc Scwiet Sociit Republic
Tajik Soviet
Republic
Kw1;6 Soviet S o c i i t Republic
'The Kirghiz Soviet SociaIist Republic
"The Karelo-Pimish Soviet Socialist Republic
'The Moldavian Soviet Socirlist Republic
T h e Lithuanian Soviet Socialkt Republic
'The Laorirn Soviet SodPlisr Republic
-?'he Esthonian Soviet Saiakst Rtpublic."
Each nation. of the multi-national Soviet land contributes the
cultural treasures that it has acamulated in the course of centuries to the precious fund of the d l i s t culture of the Soviet
Union, thus supplementing and enriching the latter.
The tsarist government forcibly imposed the Russian language
on the other nationalities. The bwrgeois nationalists famed
hatred toward it. Both tried to ere@a wall between the Russian
people and the non-Russian nationalities. Now all the peoples of
the U.S.S.R. are voluntarily 1 6 8 the language of the Great
Russian people; a n u d e r of mtion&ties are themselves adopting the Russian alphabet so as to cmne still closer to the wealth
of Russian culture. Russian plays draw large audiences and Russian books are widely read in the national republics. In their
turn the Russian people take warm interest in the development of
national art; they sing the songs of their brother peoples, read
their rich literature and study their history and their folk art.
The tremendous economic and cultural progress of the formerly oppressed peoples has led to the rapid growth of &i
populations. According to the returns of the last census, the
population of the Georgian SSR iscreased 32.3 per cent in the
period from 1926 to 1939,of th h e n i a n S.S.R., 45.4 per cent;
of the Azerbaijan S.S.R., 38.7 p cent; of the Uzbek S.S.R.,
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37.6 per cent; of the Tajik S.S.R 4 3 9 per cent; of the Turkmen S.S.R., 25.6 per cent and of the Erg& S.S.R., 45.7 per cent.
It was only\the working dass and its Bolshevik Party that
could ensure such a development of the nationalities and create
a single, socialist basis for the fraternity and friendship of the
peoplesTHE FRIENDSHIP OF THE SOVIET PEOPLES

The victory of socialism hasdestroyed the parasites, the exploiters, the fomenters of ~t&malanbwsity and strife among
the peoples. The peaceful co&&mce and f r a t e d mllaboration
of various nationalities, inmdvpble under capitalist conclitions,
has been achieved under d & : k o r s h i p of the proletariat. The
friendship of the peoples
U.S.S.R. is one of the finest
achievements of the Soviet
The Stalkrist Constitution;'
embodies the sincerest as
pirations of th peoples of tke W of socialism toward fraternal
collaboration within the
irf a single Soviet multi-national
state, is af enormous imp**
in the consolidation and developlne~~t
of the friendsh$'&~tb peoples of the U.S.S.R. The
Stali. Constitution not only go36 legislative embodiment to the
inviolable principles of free rd&%tion and daboration of the
peoples of the U.S.S.R., butl.atkhesame time it raised democpcy to a new and higher lev+;& opened up still broader yistas
for the political, economic d'drl-1
development of all-the
-1es
of the U.S.S.R., for:& 'k&r realization of the equality
of the citizens of the U.S.S;R;, hespective of nationality and
race, in d spheres of emn*
;tat4 soda and
life.
The joint participation of thb wbrking people of the various
nationalities in all spheres of the economic, state, social and
politid life of the coUntry, in & building of e0mmUn.i binds
them with the strongest b o d s d',inviolable friendship and mutual assistance, morally and ph-y
uniting into an integral
whole the entire multi-national Soset peoples, all the nations,

6
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national groups and nationalities of the U.S.S.R. And this unity
of the Soviet people is imbued with profound internationalii
and Soviet patriotism.
Friendship among the ~eopleshas entered into the flesh and
blood of the Soviet people, has become a powerful driving force
of Soviet soaety. A striking demonstration of this is the socialist
competition between two Union Republics-the Georgian S.S.R.
and the Ukrainian S.S.R. It was the collective farmers of the
Stalin Collective Fann in the Ukrainian S.S.R. (Genichesk
District, Dniepropetrovsk Region) who initiated this com-

EFZg

.

the campaign for the ~ e d o n to
s the Supreme Soviet
of the Union Republics, the collective farmers of the Shrom
I 'Collective Farm the Georgian S*SJRo(Makharadze District)
addressed an open letter to the collegtive farmers of the Soviet
PrUkraine, in which t h y wrote about the hard lot of the Georgian
peasantry before the Revolution and recounted their experiences
in working on the collective fann fields of free Georgia. The
~eolr~ian
collective f amers condudd their letter with the f ollowing request: t W e should l i e the Vkrainian collective farm1 < l e t sto tell us how the UkrainLn d e c t i v e farm peasantry is
living and how their work is p r o p i n g . "
Shortly after, the Shrom Collective Fann receivedm.areply
from the St& Collective Farm, Jlaknging the former to enter
into d i s t competition with them. The hallenge was accepted.
J ~ h cGeorgian collective farmers soon received letters from many
other Ukrainian collective farmers. Then the collective farmers
of Byelorussia and Armenia joined in. The socialist competition
among the collective fanners o;f the various republics spread
steadily, becoming a mighty instrument for raising the productivity of collective farm labor, and for furthering the prosperity
and cultural development of the collective farmers.
The splendid initiative displayed by the collective farmers was
conded by the miners. The miners of Ordjonikidze challenged
the miners of Tkvibuli to socialist competition.
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'We know that our competition will serve to strengthen the
fraternal frienddpp of our peoples still mas. We mean to set
an example for the further development of coal mining, for the
improvement of the work of all miners in the Soviet Union," the
miners of the Ukraine wrote to those of Georgia in their
challenge.
soon- after this the miners of the Sergo district, Voroshilovgrad region, challenged the miners of Tkvarcheli to competition.
Following the miners, the 'workers of the Kiev Locomotive and
Car Repairing Works cor],~ladda socialist competition agreement with the workers of th Stalin Loawnotive and Car Repairing Plant in Tbilisi. The-&thousand students and teachers
of the T b i i State University entered into competition with the
Kiev State University. The 'school children of the Ukraine are
competing with the school &Wren of Georgia. This friendly
vying among the republics is one more illustration of Stalin's
words that the friendship of the peoples is a driving force in
socialist society.
Let us ate another -$-the
competition between the
Ukrainian collective farpis.'from the L. M. Kagawvich Collective Farm in the Kiev Regibn, and the Russian collective farmers from the Plamya Col11edye Farm in the Ramensk District,
Moscow Region. After having visited the All-Union agricu1tural
Exhibition in Moscow, the colbctive farmers of the Kaganovich
Collective Farm sent an open letter to the Plamya Collective
Farm in which they wrote:
PJ

"'We propose m start a &+kckcbigvegetable and grain yields, for
incomes. Let us compete with
m increased milk yield, for Itill
each other and wMLE like nmny:a&@ve farmers of the Soviet Ukraine
and Georgia are doii."

In their reply to the IJkrak'm collective farmers, the collective farmers of the %mya Wrote:
ttCollective faraer comrades of the Ukraine:
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"We think it would k a splendid idea to correspond regularly,
Comnde
exchanging experience and &us helping one another. .
colleztive farmers, let us strengthen the collective farm system, and
consolidate the might and defenses of our great socialist country. If
need be, we are ready to rise as one man in defense of our native land
and, under the leadeiship of the BoMe.uik Party, guided by our great
leader, Stalin, we shall destroy the -y,m
his own territory. Accept
our cordial greetings and best w i s h foc\the great and free peoples of
the Soviet Socialist Ukraine. Long live.tbe great Stainist friendship
of the peoples."

..

In 1939 the collective farmers of U z W t a n and Tajikistan,
among the peoples of which them,hpd been so much ill-feeling
under tsarism over the question of -re
lands and irrigation
canals, built the great Stalin Gawk vn the Big Ferghana. On
the initiative of U&k and Tar& ~~Uective
farmers, this huge
canal was constructed in the redord-bteaking time of one and a
half months. Tens of h d s of IJ&k and Tajik collective
project. This feat of the
farmers worked together on this
Ferghana collective farmers sbwsi..;the new socialist attitude
toward labor, which is accelera&ag:&e rate of our progress toward co-mm&
The initiative of: the Ferghana collective farmers was enthusiastically caught up, in variw pem of 'the Soviet Union. In
Kirghizia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijul, Armenia and other republics,
people began to build canals add Gdgation projects, using the
same methods as were applied ia the Ferghana Valley. Their
canals are bringing life to the -deetrr, reclaiming hundreds of
thousands of acres of wasteland nnd wresting new fields and
pasture lands from nature.
Friendship among the peoples aad Soviet patriotism are truly
making the desert blossom.
In the Red Army and Navy, Russians and Ukrainians, Byelorussians and Uzbeks, Gempiam a
d Azerbaijanians, Bashkirs
and Tajiks are among the many peoples who are forging the
fighting might of the' land of sociaisn.
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'Friendship among the peoples of the U.S.S.R.," says Stalin, "is a
great and important achievement. For as long as this friendship exists,
the peoples of oug country will be free and invikible."
unity of Soviet society and the StalinThe moral and
ist friendship of ;he peoples & based on the Soviet patriotism
'of the masses of the people, a patriotisin that is international in
its essence. Soviet patriotism is a totally new emotion-one that
the masses of the bople never experie&ed in the past. It could
develop only in the land ofi victorious socialism, where the working people have become the true masters of their fate, where
thev have acauired a real fatherland.
the SO& land p a ~ i o t ~ismcommon to all the peopk, it
is equally inherent in the Russian and the Ukrainian, the Georgian and the Kirghiz, the Taj& and the Tatar. The realization
that it was only h the fraterd:al union of Soviet Republics that
every nation found national regeneration possible has intertwined and enriched the f e e k of national pride with a feeling
of pride in the entire Soviet Union as a whole.
Internationalism is the principal feature of Soviet patriotism.
Soviet patriots are striving for the consolidation of the socialist
state, which is the fatherland of the working people of the whole
w d The c o d i d a h o n of this state also helps to strengthen
the position of the working
in the capitalist countriti and
the cofonies.

Today two m l d s stand face to face-the world of socialist
democracy, the world of the St& Constitution, and the capitalist world of the exploitation of the working people and the
national oppression of weak nations.
The peaples of the Soviet Union have been freed forever
from thk horrors of national oppression. The rights of the peoples of the U.S.S.R. are recorded in Amde 123 of the Stalin

'

the

Constitution, which guarantees
the U.S.S.R. without exception.

equality of all atizem of

"Any direct or indirect restriction of rhe rights of, or, conversely, any
establishment of direct or indirect privilegw for, dttens aa m
t of
their race or nationality, as well as any advocacy of racial or nationd
exclusiveness or hatred aid contempt, is punishable by law."

The sympathy and love of the Soviet people goes out to all
the victims of imperialist rule; bourgeois chauvinism is hateful
to them.
8

"The USSA. adords the tight ,of sfylum to foreign citizens persecuted for defending the interests oi tbe working people, or for their

scientific activities,
for their
for notional liberation.'' (Article 129 of the Gmstitution of the USSR.)

As Stalin pointed out in hi r e p a at the Eighteenth Congress of the Bolshevik Party, the Soviet Union stands for the
support of nations which are the victims of aggression and are
fighting for the independence of their counGy, since a war
against aggressors, a war for the independence of one's country, is a legitimate and a just war. The Bolsheviks support such a war. The Bolsheviks sympathize with the nationalrevolutionary movements of the oppressed peoples who *wish to
liberate and separate themselves from the imperialist vultures.
The Bolsheviks oppose all acts of violence committed against
the ~eople,oppose all efforts to keep them in bondage. .
Under the guidance of Stalin, the leader of the peoples, the
peoples of the Soviet Union are marching toward communism,
united by the great idea of internationalism, the true equality of
nations and races, confident of victory, and showing the way to
all the oppressed peoples of the world.
What is the secret of the success of the Bolsheviks? How is
it that they have succeeded in solving the national question,
which the bourgeoisie is quite unable to solve? Stalin furnished
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the reply to this question in his report on the Draft Constitution
of the U.S.S.R. He said:
"The very absence+of the exploiting classes w&% are the principal
organizers of strife among p e , the absence of exploitation,
breeding m u d distrust and fanning nationalist passias, the fact that
power is held by the waking &us, which is the enemy of all enslavement and the faithful bearer of ,ideas of internationalism, the materialization in reality of mutual aid of (6e peoples in all fields of economic
and social life, and h y the higb development of the national culture
of the people of the USSR, & m e that is national in form and
socialist in content-as a result of dl these and similar factors, the
peoples of rh USSR. have r&caliy changed their characteristics.
..disappeared. The feeling of m d
Their f d i g of mutual distrust h
friendship has developed, and cbv; 2fmternalcooperation of the p p I e s
hu been established in the s y s t e a r d ' ~single lmim state.
formed multi-national socialist
"As a nsult, we now have it
state, which has passed all tests d which has a stability which any
national state in'any part of the #odd may well envy."*
THE INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SOVIET
NATION& POLICY

The victory of the LenSstStalinist national policy, the sohtion of the national question in & U.S.S.R., is a matter of historic importance. In 1923, in his report at the Twelfth Congress
of the &Ishe& Party on the national factors in Party and state
development, Stain pointed out -that the whole East regards
the Soviet Union of Republic$ as an experimental station, that
if, within the Union, a correct solution for the national problem
is found, and truly fraternal c o ~ r a t i o namong the
is
established, the entire East would see that it has an advance
guard iq the Soviet Union, in whose footsteps it must follow.

* Joseph Stalin, The New
tional Publishers, New York.

Soriet Constitutia, pp. 10-11, Interna-

. . and that,"

Comrade S t a h said, "will be the beginning
of the collapse of world imperiabL"*
The Bolshevik national policy has triumphed. The U.S.S.R.
is the only country in the world where mutual distrust among
nations has been completely eradicated, and where relations
among them are based on the principles of mutual trust, fraternal association and friendly collaboration.

'The Soviet-Union," said H d Barbuse in his speech at the International Writers' Gngress in Paris in June, 1935, "is not a nation but
an aggregation of nations and coutltless, exceedingly diverse regions,
in which the broad and admirable law of the state protects their e t h l
peculiarities 'and their human dignity. The Comtitution of the federation of Soviet imtimakies provides them d with the necessary minimuin of m a t e d and administrative ties and each of them with spiritual
independence. It abolishes the last vestiges- of enmity among nationallties
and races. As a result, we have kfon us an astounding efbrescence
of cultures and their harmonious unity in the matt? of aiming for
perfection and universal emancipation. T h e form is national, the content
hunk."

**

The example of the Soviet Union is a tremendous revolutioniziig force. The friendship among the peoples of the land of
socialism and their aspiration to live in peace and friendship with
all the peoples of the earth rallies the working masses of the
capitalist countries and colonies around the U.S.S.R., cmtituting a powerful force of attraction.
The Stalin Constitution of the U.S.S.R. vividly demonstrates
to the whole world the great triumph of the national policy of
the Bolshevik Party.
In the camp of socialism we have mutual confidence and

*

Joseph Stalin, Murxism mrd the Notional a d Colon2 Question,
International Publishers, New Y& p. 148.
'The Nation and Culture," lnternationul Writers' Congress in Defense of Culture, p. 260, Russ. ed.

**
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peace, n;stional freedom and equality, the peaceful cwxistence
and f r a t e d collaboration of peoples.
In the camp 04 capitalism we have mutual, distrust and national animosity, hequality and cQlunial s h h r y , national oppression and pogroms, chauvinism and wars.
T h e land of Soviets has become a powerful lever of the
Iiberation movement all over the world. The U.S.S.R. is a beam
Lght that illumines the road toward liberation from the yoke of
the oppressors for the peoples of the whole world.
'
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